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Boost your sales with the most 
original air-pulsed solution!

A visual impact in just a few steps.

Light  and  compact  the  duo.bulbo  is  the 
perfect  tool  for  mobile  communication  and 
effective marketing image.

The duo.bulbo is able to display a perfectly 
tight graphic that is reaches as 3 meters in 
less than a minute.

Its  round-shaped  shell  is  rotomolded  in 
order to protect the engine and the graphic 
during transportation.

Catch  the  attention  with  DENMAR’s  
inflatable image carrier! 

1. duo.bulbo is easy to carry: the top that protects the 
graphic also has a handle.

2. To set it up, remove the top by unlocking it and unfold 
the four arms to attach the graphic.

3. Put the graphic on the duo.bulbo by attaching the Velcro 
strips on the base then on the arms.

4. The arms increase the diameter of the graphic. Lock 
them.

5. Plug it in. The graphic inflates in less then a minute. 
You have got more than 6 square  meters of printed 
graphic (2,2m height).

6. When the graphic is already set, you just have to remove 
the top of the rotomolded shell and plug in the duo.bulbo. 

More than 6 square meters of 
graphic in a 40 cm case! 
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YOU DESERVE THE ORIGINAL!

duo.bulbo is compatible with different forms and sizes of graphic.

           

 It is not a luxury to rely on the ORIGINAL duo.bulbo

Created and 
made in 
france

Practical  and  easy  to 
carry

Diameter of the 
graphic : 90cm

Easy graphic 
changing

Blow-up: graphic 
always tight

Inflated in less than 
a minute

duo.bulbo

Characteristics Rotomolded shell / 4 aluminum arms

Weight (kg) 7 kg

Dimensions l30cm * L30cm  * H40cm

Set-up time 1 minute

Engine
Available in European and US versions
Axial fan with round shaft 

Recommended graphic 
size

Ø 900mm x H 2200mm
Printed surface : 6,21m2
Maximum height: 3m

Recommended material Fabric polyester coated and printed in 
sublimation

Shipping
Delivered in a box, then the duo.bulbo can 
be transported directly with its rotomolded 
shell.

duo.bulbo is a simple, reliable and effective tool for 
all  proximity  marketing  uses  :  road-show, 
presentation,  animations  in  retail  stores,  mall, 
tradeshows, ….

Each graphic fits in a simple 
envelope  and  can  be  sent 
easily! 


